"I Am From"  Yesenia Ruiz

I am from.....

Adapted by Levi Romero
Inspired by “Where I’m From” by George Ella Lyon

I am from peanut butter (an everyday item in your home)
from cereal and Netflix (products or everyday items in your home)
I am from the pebbles & random sea shells
scattered along my semi dry roses (description of your home)
I am from the fields of alfalfa (plant, flower, natural item)
The apple tree from my childhood
whose long gone limbs I remember
as if they were my own.

I'm from loud and obnoxious (a family tradition and family trait)
from que quiere ma y aiga pa (family members)
I'm from fighting and laughing (family habits)
and from reading each others (family habit)

I'm from ya callasen and orasi fregaron (things you were told as a child)
and Paloma de donde vienes (a song or saying you learned as a child)
I'm from camu asada con limon y ethe (family tradition)
I'm from tierra topala and tunas (family ancestry, nationality or place)

I am from my mom’s food and my dad’s spicy (family foods)
I am from sharing a bathroom with 6 people (a story about a family member)
I am from who ate my gun? (detail about the story or person)
I am from hair mouse, glitter & scissors (description of family momentos, pictures or treasures.)
I am from making funny videos, hot cheetos & candy (more description if needed)
I am from now having cavities, dental bills, a mortgage and trying to keep up with my dried roses.

By (student name)  Yesenia Ruiz  Date 9/12/17